
RNSM Upgrade – Progress Report 

Present State 
John Clayden and Jock McLees from the Friends Committee met with John Rawlinson of the 
National Museum of the Royal Navy (NMRN) on 21 September 2015 to discuss progress with the 
project to upgrade and improve the visitor experience in the Submarine Museum, outside of 
Alliance. As you know, the Committee are making  up to £25K available to achieve this, and the 
Museum Trustees have agreed to match that sum from reserves, to improve the way the story of 
the Submarine Service is presented to the public and give some coherence to the overall 
presentation of that story. 

There is evidence that even the first few simple changes made (and explained in the Friends’ initial 
report on the Project dated …) have already changed the way visitors are moving around the site. 
Bolder signage outside buildings, clearer signage inside buildings, clearing the ground floor of the 
John Fieldhouse Building (JFB) and opening doors between sections of the JFB have all contributed to 
directing visitors’ attention to the many artefacts on the site. Alliance will always be the ‘star’ of the 
RNSM ‘show’, but her recent upgrade has meant she has come to rather overshadow the many 
other artefacts and stories the Museum has to offer. We aim to encourage, and to enable as far as 
possible, Museum staff to correct that imbalance. 

Signage 
The first phase of the project to enhance the clarity of signage around the site is nearing completion 
and, as already stated, this appears already to be having some effect. It is clear that having doors 
open that once were required to stay shut invites the visitor to see what lies beyond. At our 
meeting, we saw the next stage, which is being designed to change the way individual parts of the 
Museum indicates and explains nearby artefacts. We hope to see this in place by end of November. 

 One of the major problems facing anybody trying to introduce logic and coherence to the 
experience of a visitor journeying through the Museum is that the RNSM has grown gradually, with 
artefacts being added and displayed where and when possible … all for very understandable reasons 
at the time. However, for a small Museum such as ours, with limited resources on tap for some time 
to come, this means that some compromise will be required when developing an overall strategy for 
displaying artefacts for visitors. But at least such ideas are now being discussed. 

Of course, at one end of the spectrum, there is the very radical concept of flattening the site and 
starting again. For obvious reasons that isn’t going to happen any time soon! So, we are looking at 
the ‘next best thing’: how to lead people through all of the buildings including upstairs in the JFB 
(encouraging visitors up those stairs has always been a challenge). Ways of achieving this are being 
actively discussed for the future, some of which we hope can be achieved sooner rather than later. 

VCs and Other Stories 
Of course, those in the Submarine Service who won the Victoria Cross left stories about their 
exploits which have the power to impress and inspire anyone reading or hearing about them. At the 
moment, those stories are hidden in a small and almost remote corner of the Museum and are told 
through the dog-eared pages of a single book that lies, apparently seldom opened, on a table nearby.  

Someone showing all the acquisitive attributes of a Second Cox’n or Stoker PO has ‘liberated’ a 
machine from the Royal Marines’ Museum (actually, it was unused!) which will allow the stories to 
be told in a more modern and, hopefully, attractive way than at present. The machine has been 



refurbished as part of this project and, although the Friends have yet to see it, it should allow these 
stories to be told in an altogether clearer fashion. We have asked whether it is audio/visual or just 
visual and NMRN staff are investigating its possibilities. 

Meanwhile, another contribution the Friends are making is to research each of the VC winners to 
upgrade and enhance the narrative supporting each, to try to bring more life to the extraordinary 
achievements of the people and the crews involved. Any submarine VC winner experts amongst our 
members are welcome to contribute and comment. 

An additional aspect of the story-telling the Museum has to offer lies with the Jolly Rogers on 
display. Visitors are intrigued about who made them, what the symbols mean and what stories lie 
behind them. We have been told that there are actually more Jolly Rogers in storage than there are 
on display. Hanging more might be a problem, but telling the stories more clearly should not. 

Memorial Area and Memorial Book 
One area the Friends are keen to see given more emphasis and gravitas is the Memorial Area and 
Garden. The first phase signage has started the process in that the area is now clearly marked and 
the exit to it is visible on entering the JFB. The next stage will be to make the doors open 
automatically as they are approached, so inviting the visitor outside. Also, we have just been told 
that Frank Grenier has agreed to decorate the glass doors in his inimitable style. We remain keen, 
also, to turn Frank’s beautiful glass etching commemorating the Submarine Service contribution to 
the Cold War through ninety degrees so that it will benefit more from available light, especially 
during the afternoon when the light will be behind the memorial as seen from the doors to the Area 
of Remembrance. 

Just to the right of the door, before exiting, is where the Memorial Book will stand. As described in 
our last report, the crown will be lifted from the Dolphins and suspended from an anonymous 
mount on the wall above. A simple wooden rest will support the Memorial Book (which lists all 
people lost in submarines at sea). The Book will comprise a page for each boat lost, a ship’s crest 
(where available), an image of the boat concerned, a list of those who have died, and a separate page 
(opposite) for comments. We have access to a piece of Victory timber to use as the lectern, but 
have decided to investigate whether there is a lectern in the Memorial Chapel in Fort Blockhouse 
that could be used instead, it being perhaps more appropriate to the Book’s content. 

The person chosen for this work is a conservator and he, in turn, has chosen a book conservator to 
do the bookbinding. 

Weapons 
Of course, ‘Weapons’ were the starting point for this whole project. When the building housing the 
Weapons Gallery became problematic, the Friends Committee wanted to find out whether they 
could initiate and fund the removal of the weapons in the Weapons Gallery to relevant places 
around the RNSM site, whether indoors or outside. The project then developed to include ‘Visitor 
Experience’ because the view was formed that many of the weapons would be best sited in the JFB, 
but it became clear that there were curatorial considerations to be taken into account and, under 
scrutiny, we further realised that positioning had to be relevant … and that led to the Project 
focussing on establishing a coherence to the visitor’s journey through the story being told. 

That said, work has started on HMS Andrew’s 4.5” gun; it is being refurbished and weather-proofed 
so that it can be mounted somewhere between the JFB and Alliance to be a point of interest for 
visitors arriving and leaving by Waterbus. This work is being carried out by Submarine Museum 



volunteers assisted by volunteers from the Explosion Museum, who have much experience in such 
work. 

Otherwise, moving weapons will be part of the medium to long term plan as movement and 
situation are more complex than first thought. The Friends are, nevertheless, determined that more 
can be achieved than just moving the Andrew gun and discussions are ongoing. The concept of 
suspending a TLAM from the roof of the JFB so that it is seen from below on the ground floor and 
from above on the upper floor remains stubbornly in the head of at least one Committee member! 

There are, as you know, a number of torpedoes already on display and others in storage. 
Discussions are ongoing about their future positioning and signage. 

The Future 
The Committee aims to keep a Long Term Strategic View at the forefront of their thinking while 
working towards interim solutions that improve the overall experience of visitors to the RNSM. 

We perceive significant gaps in the coverage of the ‘Submarine Story’, especially where more recent 
events are concerned. The Cold War lasted some 45 years but is covered only scantily by our 
Museum. Some of us would claim that the Cold War ended with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, 
but even Cold War warrior Die-Hards cannot claim that it lingered beyond 1991. So, what of the 24 
years since? There is much to be said about changes to the Submarine Service and its achievements 
during the Post-Cold War era. Watch this space! 

All of this will be kept under discussion and the Committee would welcome comment, through 
Committee members or through the Friends website at http://www.rnsubmusfriends.org.uk/. 

 

 

 

	  


